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Welcome to our new AYPO e-newsletter! At AYPO we always have something to celebrate and to
share with the many young musicians in our five orchestras and our instrumental ensembles; their families and friends,
and the vast number of alumni and audience members who have come into the AYPO orbit over the fifty years of its life.
We hope you will enjoy reading these occasional newsletters and that you will forward them to friends who might also be
interested. Our Fiftieth Anniversary was a great moment to reflect and celebrate, and it is also a good time to look
forward with renewed vigor and imagination. We were grateful to Senator Mark Warner for his apposite letter of
congratulation, printed in the program book for the final concert, and reproduced in this newsletter.
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From the Executive Director...

It is a great honor to have been invited to lead AYPO as it enters
on its second half century. There have been challenges to face, but
the huge potential for growth in an organization which enjoys a
great reputation for excellence is limitless. We have a superb Board
of Directors which supports the Artistic Staff and the Executive
Office team as we develop new forms of outreach, funding streams
and a greater public awareness of what AYPO continues to offer to

SUPPORT AYPO

AYPO depends on income from fees and from
the generosity of individuals, some government
funding, and charitable foundations. Our
ambitious plans for development will depend on
our ability to raise new income. Please
consider making a donation, and pass the word
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around 400 students each season.
 
Future newsletters will give you information about some very
exciting developments which are under way, and it will suggest
ways in which all our supporters can assist in bringing those
developments to fruition. This newsletter is by way of a review of
the recent season, and some of the changes at AYPO.

Year in Review

In 2014/15 major changes included the resignation of Peggy
Adams after many years of unstinting work for AYPO. Peggy
accepted the Board invitation to join the distinguished group of
Honorary Board Members.
 
In November, 2014, Dr Graham Elliott began work as Executive
Director, and Julia Robins joined us as Assistant Manager. Glenn
Quader took over direction of AYCO and Stephen Dunkel joined
the coaching team in charge of brass. In the early months of
2015 some changes took place in the office, with Eric

Schnobrick assuming the role
of Assistant Executive
Director, and Julia taking over
the role of Manager. These
changes reflect the need for Dr
Elliott to spend time developing
new partnerships and funding
possibilities. We have also
benefited hugely from the work

of Isabel Carpio, our intern, who worked with us in December and
Summer 2014, and has come back to give much additional
support at the present time. Her work during the high-pressure
period of auditions and the follow-up has been of inestimable
value, and now she is branching out into the area of developing
our social media presence and production of this newsletter.

The annual Parents Meeting in June came after most of the
orchestral and chamber music activities had ended, so that,
combined with a severe thunderstorm contributed to a smaller
attendance than we would have liked. Nevertheless, it was a
constructive occasion and the Board election resulted in all
existing members being re-elected, along with new members
Neeta Helms, Brad Spencer and Peter de Boor. Robert Sollinger
was elected President, taking over from Acting President Mike
Blakeslee. President Sollinger has established a series of
committees which will draw on the skills and connections of our
Board. These committees will take on the leadership of a number
of needed initiatives.
 
Of course our primary responsibility is to our able young

to anyone who might be interested in the work
of AYPO. 

 

The Piano Guys and AYPO!

Congratulations to our eight violinists who
performed onstage with The Piano Guys at
Wolf Trap on Thursday, 8/8. Huge thank you to
Laura Cahn for prepping these musicians. It
was an unforgettable night!

 
AYPO in the news: thanks DCMetroArts for the
review! View the Kassab family's video of the
Piano Guys performance here!

AYPO in Summer

At AYPO there is no such thing as down time!
The day after the last concert a second round
of auditions got underway. This year applicant
numbers have made a strong recovery,
perhaps helped by a new outreach to schools
and to private teachers. At the time of writing
this newsletter we do not have final numbers
for the season. A number of new initiatives are
forming, including a late audition opportunity for
players in certain categories who might have
missed the first audition round (contact
auditions@aypo.org if interested). The
formation of a brass ensemble and a jazz
program are planned for the coming season,
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musicians, and to insure the continued high standards for which
AYPO is justly celebrated. The young (in every sense) Debut
Orchestra along with the String Ensemble, flourish under the
direction of Laura Cahn. Laura is also the leader of the important
Music Buddies outreach program. We could do with duplicating
Laura in order to expand the Music Buddies programs to other
areas of need. We are actively looking at ways to expand, but it
will be a challenge to find additional leadership which can match
Laura's skills.

Glenn Quader has
made his mark on
the Concert
Orchestra, which
has responded to his
warm rapport with
his players. The
Symphony
Orchestra has
continued its

distinguished tradition under Jeff Bianchi, who in the 15/16
season celebrates his 25th anniversary with AYPO. AYSO made
a unique contribution to the 50th season by giving the first
performance of 'War Prayer', commissioned by AYPO from
Robert Jager. This fine work gave plenty of challenges to all
sections of the orchestra, and especially to the percussionists
trained by Doug Wallace. It was a privilege to have Robert Jager
attend the first performance, joined by narrator, Colonel John
Bourgeois.
 
The percussion ensemble distinguished itself in its own right
when the members participated in the 'Music For All National
Festival' in Indianapolis. Adjudicator comments were glowing,
and a fit tribute to Doug's inspiring leadership of the ensemble.
 
The AYPO Chamber ensemble continued to offer a unique
opportunity to a select group of players under the mentorship of
the Ensemble da Camera, our ensemble in residence. The final
concert featured all the players at the Lyceum in Alexandria. The
following day the players performed to a huge audience on the
Millennium Stage at the Kennedy Center. 
 
A season which saw the
welcome return as soloists of
two distinguished AYPO
alumni, Alex Kerr and Yumi
Kendall, drew to a triumphant
conclusion with the final AYP
concert under Maestro Chris
Zimmerman, performing the
massive Symphony No 1 by   

and these should help to broaden the appeal
and diversity of our organization.

Thank you to our wonderful photographer
Suzette Niess for capturing our musicians so
beautifully this season! For more of Suzette's

photographs from the 14-15 season visit:

Suzette Niess Photography - AYPO

This year, The Potter Violin Company
has been selected to host an exhibit of 40 violins,
violas, and cellos made by the master
luthiers who are
members of the
Cremona Consortium.
The exhibit will run from
Aug 23 - Sept. 13th
at their store in
Bethesda, MD. The
exhibit will culminate
with a recital featuring
professional musicians performing on some of these
exceptional instruments. For more information, visit the
Potter Violin Company website, here.
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Baban performing the Bassoon
Concerto in F major by Weber 

Mahler - a challenge for any
orchestra. Also featured were
the two winners of the AYPO concerto competition, Allison Park
and Tristan Baban, each playing a concerto movement.

VISIT OUR SOCIAL MEDIA PAGES!

Like AYPO on Facebook! Follow ayporchestras on Twitter! 

      

CONTACT US

American Youth Philharmonic Orchestras
4026 Hummer Rd. 
Annandale, VA 22003
Walk-ins welcome Mon-Fri 10 a.m.-3 p.m. (call-ahead encouraged)
- -
info@aypo.org
703-642-8051
- -
AYPO MISSION: to provide the highest quality musical experience that allows our students to grow as
musicians and individuals.

AYPO is supported in part by the following:
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